THE UNIFIED THEORY OF

If Mrs. Elie's Oreole gumbo was on the
table, God was in His heaven and all
was right with the universe. Then,

the universe cracked
BY LOllS ERIC ELiE
PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHRIS GRANGER

Every south Louisiana boy is honor-bound

to the state's cuisine, thickened and flavored gumbo. By the

to say that his mother makes the world's best gubo. I am
distinguished from the rest of my tribe in that regard in this
one paricul:When I make that clai, I am tellg the truth.
My mother's gumbo is made with okra, shrimp, crabs

time I came along, okra could be bought frozen year-round. So

and several kinds of sausage (the onions, garlic, bell pepper,
celery parsley, green onions and bay leaf go without saying).
My mother's gumbo is a pleasing brown shade, roughly the
color of my skin. It is slightly thickened with a roux, that

if you realy

wanted to make an okra gubo in the dead of

wi-

ter, you could. But in my parents' day, fié gubo was witertime gumbo, made when okra was out of season. Since fié
powder wasn't seasonal, it was often added to okra gubo at
the table for additional flavor. Wieners, chicken meat and
giblets-these thigs appeared in some people's gumbos and
perhaps they lied them there. But I aways viewed them as ad-

mixture of flour and fat (be it vegetable; animal or dairy)
Louisiana cookthat is French in origin and emblematic of

ditives, inexpensive meats used to stretch the pot.

ing. When served over rice, my mother's gumbo is roughly

or chopping seasoning a day or two before a major holiday. It

the consistency of chicken and rice soup.
My mother's was not the only gumbo I ate when I was

meant the first course of

Gumbo for me and my sister meant hours peeling shrmp

her gumbo could easily be
applied to most of the gumbo made by our friends and relatives. Or, to put it another way, I was aware of a spectrum, a
A proper gubo might
which gubo existed.
continuum along
ventued too far
contai more of ths or less of that, but it never

Thansgiving or Christmas dinner.
It meant an appetizer as fillng, rich and complicated as the
many courses that followed it. Gumbo meant that God was
in His heaven and all was right with the universe.
The cracks in said unverse began to reveal themselves in
the 1980s. As the Cajun craze had its way with America, I
began to hear toursts, visitors and transplants to New Orleans

growig up. But my description of

from that core. With one notable exception. My elders ac-

praisin ths or that gubo for its thickness and darkness. Ths

knowledged the existence of two tyes of gubo: okra and fié.

was strange to me. Gumbo was supposed to be neither thick

Filé, the ground sassafras leaves that the Choctaw contributed

nor dak. Even more important, "dark" and "thick" were being
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was as if mak-

beyond his home parish. For years I blamed him for the de-

ing a dark gumbo was a culinary accomplishment on par
with making a featherlight biscuit or a perfectly barbecued
beef
brisket. Naturally, I viewed these developments with

struction of the gumbo universe. Many of the chefs and
cooks in New Orleans restaurants learned under him or
under his students. Many of these cooks were not from

used

not as adjectives, but as achievements. It

suspicion and my suspicion focused on the kitchen of Commander's Palace and its celebrated chef, Paul Prudhomme.
Prudhomme hails from Cajun Country near Opelousas,
Louisiana. He refers to his cooking not so much as Cajun,
but as "Louisiana cooking," and thus reflective of influences

Louisiana, and thus had no homemade gude as to what good

gumbo was supposed to be. As I saw it then, these were
guidance
and discipline that only good home training can provide.
My reaction was admttedly nationastic, since New Orleans

young, impressionable cooks who lacked the loving

Mrs. Elie's Creole Gumbo

Serves 12

Ingredients
.............................................................. ................................................................................... ............................... .......................................... ................................ .........................................
6

1 dozen fresh crabs, raw, boiled or steamed

1 bunch flat-leaf

2 pounds medium to large shrimp, peeled and deveined

parsley, chopped

5 stalks celery, chopped

(reserve the shells and heads to make seafood stock)

1 bunch green onions, tops and bottoms, chopped

2 pounds smoked sausage, cut into 1 inch rounds

1

(1 pound each oftwo different sausages is optimal)

1 pound crab meat, picked and cleaned of

3/4 pound Creole hot sausage (if available),
cut into 1 inch rounds

\\

large cloves garlic, chopped

5 quarts water

large green bell pepper, chopped

shells and cartilage

2 tablespoons Creole seasoning, such as
Tony Chachere's Original Creole Seasoning

2 pounds okra cut into rounds

4 bay

1/2 cup plus 2 tablespoons vegetable oil

4 tablespoons filé powder

1/2 cup all-purpose flour

Salt and pepper to taste

l"

6 cups steamed white rice

t

2

large onions, coarsely chopped

Clean the crabs, removing
(including

leaves

the lungs, heart and glands and other parts so that only the pieces of shell containing meat

the legs, swimmers and claws) remain. Refrigerate the meaty parts of

the crabs. Put the portions of

the crabs

that have been removed into a 6- or 8-quart stockpot. Add the shrimp heads and shells and 5 quarts water to the pot
and bring to a boil over high heat. Reduce the heat to low and simmer

for 30 minutes. Remove from the heat.

Cook the sausages in a skillet in batches over medium heat, turning occasionally, until the pieces are slightly
brown and much of

the fat has been rendered. Remove the sausage and set aside on a paper towel-lined plate

to drain. Discard the excess fat remaining in the skillet before cooking the next batch of sausage.
Once all the sausage has been cooked, wipe the excess oil from the skillet, being careful not to scrub away those
the skillet. Add the 2 tablespoons vegetable oiL. Heatthe oil over medium

bits of sausage that have stuck to the bottom of
heat and then add the okra. Lower

the heat

to medium and cook the okra until it is slightly brown and dried, stirring

frequently,

about 45 minutes.

While the okra cooks, place the 1/2 cup vegetable oil in a 12-quart stockpot. Heat the oil over medium heat. Once the oil is hot,
a tablespoon at a time slowly add the 1/2 cup flour to prepare the roux, stirring constantly. Once all the flour has been added,
the roux until it becomes a medium brown color, somewhere between the color of caramel and
continue heating and stirring
milk chocolate, about 10-15 minutes. Add the onions to the roux, stirring constantly. Once the onions are wilted, add the garlic,
parsley, celery, green onions and bell pepper. Strain the seafood stock into the large stockpot. Add the browned sausage and
to a boil over medium-high heat. Then reduce the heat to medium and continue to cook.
bay leaves and bring everything

Once the okra is cooked, add it to the gumbo pot. Continue cooking the gumbo for 60 minutes. Add the reserved crabs and
shrimp and cook for 15 minutes longer. Remove the gumbo from the heat and stir in the Creole seasoning and filé powder. Let
the gumbo rest for15 to 20 minutes. As it cools, oil should form on the top. Skim the oil with a ladle or large spoon and
discard. Stir in the picked crab meat. Taste the gumbo and adjust seasoning with more salt and pepper as needed. Serve the
gumbo ladled over steamed rice.
In case of leftovers, gumbo freezes welL. But if
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you cook it right, you won't have to worry about leftovers.
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is my nation. The Cajun incursion in and of itself didnt bother
when we encounter other
me. We are al enrched imeasurably

people, other languages, other traditions, other tastes. What
bothered me was the tyancal infuence of the tourst trade.
Tourst trap restaurants, shops, cookig classes, and at times it
seemed the whole of the French Quarer, were given over to providing visitors with what they expected to find. There was no
regard for whether the offerings were authentic New Orleans

food or culture. Suddenly andouile sausage becane the local

standard even though most New
Orleanians had never heard of it.
Chicken and andouie gubo suddenly was on menus al over town.
Ths was the state of my

city

when

I moved back here in 1995.
In an attempt to create an understandig of al of this for myself I did
an essay for CBS News' "Sunday

the different etyologies of the word. Kingombo is the word

for okra in many Bantu languages in West Africa, and I believe it to be the origin of the name of the okra-based soups
Louisiana. But the Choctaw Indians called their ground
sassafras leaves gombo or kombo, not fié. Thus the Choctaw
which it stands could well be the
word and the ingredient for
origin for the thick, non-okra soup
of

stews that also share the gumbo
name. As for the third theory for
the origin of gubo, the fancifu be-

lief that gubo has its origis in the
bouilabaisse of

Provence, the evi-

dence for that connection is as
laughable as it is invisible.

Perhaps there has never been a

Morning." In the course of that

day on this continent when the word

piece, I asked Bernard Carouche,

"gumbo" meant something precise

then the chef de cuisine at Emeril's,
about some of the gubos they had

La Cuisine Creole, considered the fist

served at the restaurant. In addition
to the usual assortment of meatbased gumbos, he mentioned goat

of gumbo as leftover wasteland.
"This is a most excellent form of

. . cheese gumbo and truffe gumbo,
which were even beyonder the pale
than I had imagined. Emeril's was
not distinguished in this regard. I

f

these gumbo variations don't even take into account al the
different approaches that dot the countryside.
Some of these differences in gumbo can be attributed to

and specific. Lafcadio Hearn's 1885

Creole cookbook, codified the idea

soup, and is an economical way of
using up the remains of any cold
roasted chicken, turkey, game, or
other meats." Later he suggests

"green corn" can also be included.
If you're making Mrs. Elie's gumbo, you're going
imagied that sauciers, struck by inI recoil from this laundry list of
to
want
to
start
with
fresh
crabs.
spiration or stuck with leftover odds
. additives in part because of someand ends in the wal-in cooler, creatthing my mother used to say. She didn't likè a poor man's
ed soups with these disparate pars and then attempted to elegumbo. Meanng, not that poor people couldn't eat gumbo,
vate the concoction by labelig it with the good name of gubo.
since that position would have ensured that she would have
I was confident in my perspective until recently, when my
been denied that pleasure for all of her youth. Rather, she
his wak
friend PableauxJohnson decided to dedicate much of
meant that if you didnt have the proper ingredients to make
ing life to making smoked turkey and andouile gumbo.

Pableaux, a New Orleans-based food and travel writer, was
raised in Cajun Country Gumbo for him and his people could
hardly have been more different than it was for me and mine.
For him, gumbo was an everyday dish. It sometimes was

a real gumbo, you should make another dish. Hearn redeems

seafood- and okra-based, especialy in the sumer, but seafood

They feature oysters, chicken, shrp, crabs and "fiee."

was not required. The gumbo Pableaux ~akes remids me of
stewed chicken. If you put turkey and sausage into the thick
gravy of stewed chicken, if you made enough gravy so that the
I

~

dish was closer to the soup side of the soup-stew continuum,
you would have a gubo much lie Pableauxs.

How can this dish be reconciled with the gumbo of my
youth? The truth is that "gumbo" has long been a catchall

himself to an extent. Whe the instructions for "gombo" created from leftovers are in a headnote, the proper recipes are al

for gumbos that would meet my mother's strict standards.
Try as I might, I can't help but feel that vague, all-inclusive definitions of gumbo disrespect its essence. Gumbo has
earned reverence in a way that few dishes have. It is the sig-

nature culnar achievement of one of the world's great culnar capitals. It is as much at home on a famy's holiday din-

ner table as it is on the menus of the citys finest restaurants.

It embodies Africa, Europe and Native America with a

seamess perfection. Yet the fact that any second-rate saucier feels entitled to misuse the name with callous abandon
ranging from the conventional (shrp gumbo, crab gumbo,
irks me in ways that no one who
okra gumbo) to the exotic (squirel
has ever enjoyed cow foot gumbo
EXTRA
WEB
or rabbit gumbo, cabbage gumbo).
Get recipes for five all-star New Orleans
with
corn kernels and truffes can
Originally published in 1900, this
dishes at Smithsonian.com/cajun

word. In The Picayunú Creole Cook Book, there are ten recipes,

book is focused on New Orleans, so

possibly understand. 0
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